

**ESSEX**

**How to Choose A Motor Car**

Do you choose an automobile merely by its looks? Appearance alone often determines the choice.

But the way to judge an automobile is by what it will do and rival cars are doing after a year's hard service.

**FAVORITE OF 15 CARS**

Have drivers keep miles to date and record of depreciation to decide whether an Essex has increased or decreased in value. It is the greatest of all makes of cars and always will be. On the average it saves drivers 15 miles in miles and in winter it saves per gallon.

I do not know what is the trouble.

**TRIBUTE TO YOUNG SOLDIERS**

At the close of Mr. Steves address Decoration Day, Stephen Tripp arose and made a statement, in which he expressed the following sentiments to the boys of the American Legion. Said he: "Brave men, one of our soldiers' reunions held at Haskell's grove a prominent local war veteran made the statement that he did not believe that when the young Americans were rolled upon to take the field of battle that they could maintain the high type of citizen soldier set by the Civil War veteran." Said Mr. Tripp: "I present that statement at the time and now I thank God for the opportunity to try them out but that when the occasion did arise these boys did show themselves by the standards we set to measure their equal."-Waba Advocate.

According to a report being circulated in the area, the people of 15 cars have been visited and will try to prove their home in Washburn County. Out of our many different house designs have selected one to show you, thinking that perhaps the home would suit your particular requirements. It is one of the most prominent the English type. There is a dining room, living room, and living room. There is also a kitchen area that shows you what you will appreciate and value because of its usefulness. Updates of the modern type are shown here. In this house there is a modern telephone system. Standard designs of Curtis Woodwork are used through our whole house plan, adding to our comfort and convenience that all homebuilders seek. The kitchen dresser speaks in the entire decoration give you an idea of the usefulness and practicality.

If you need a new home and are interested in home plans, be sure of your home and in the dream stage, and you do not intend to build for a while, come to our store and we will show you how we can help you make your dream home come true.

**Three Days of Music Free**

If you do not own a New Edison, mail or bring us this coupon, and we will gladly loan you an instrument for three days, in order that you may experiment with it in your home, and learn what music will do for you. This experience may make it easier for you.

Act quickly, as the number of instruments which we can lend is limited. Remember, you assume no expense or obligation.

**WAKEENEY HARDWARE CO.**

WAKEENEY, KANSAS.

**Three Day Free Trial Offer Coupon**

BY ALL MEANS TRY A NEW EDISON TO SEE IF IT IS THE RIGHT ONE FOR YOU.

**Three Days of Music Free**

F. M. MUNSON

WAKEENEY HARDWARE CO.

WAKEENEY, KANSAS.